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Abstract: In the process of industrial production, whether the machine can work stably is an important issue related to
production efficiency and production safety. The cleaning of mechanical parts is an important factor affecting the stable
operation of mechanical equipment, so the cleaning of mechanical parts is one of the important manufacturing links
before assembly and manufacturing. The important value of the application of image recognition technology in the
quality inspection of mechanical parts is briefly analyzed, and then the common problems in the quality inspection of
mechanical parts are studied, the relevant measures of the application of image recognition technology in the quality
inspection of mechanical parts are discussed, and finally the case analysis of the quality inspection of mechanical parts is
carried out. The main purpose is to rationally use image recognition technology to complete the quality inspection of
mechanical parts, so as to improve the overall level of production automation and give full play to the maximum role of
this technology. At present, a variety of mechanical parts classification methods based on deep learning are studied.
According to the demand of industrial machine parts, the corresponding machine parts data set is created. According to
the production requirements, the SPP structure in the traditional YOLOV5 network is improved, and a new SPC structure
is proposed: The YOLOv5 network with SPC structure is characterized by no pooling layer, which improves the accuracy
and recall rate compared with the traditional YOLOv5 network. Secondly, the control method of robot grasping
mechanical parts is studied. Using the camera to capture the image and the upper computer to calculate the mechanical
parts under the camera coordinate system; Through camera calibration and hand-eye calibration, the transformation
relationship between the grasping coordinates of mechanical parts in the camera coordinate system and the grasping
coordinates of mechanical parts in the robot base coordinate system is obtained. The grasping coordinates and part type
information of the mechanical parts in the robot base coordinate system are transmitted from the host computer to the
robot through Modbus/TCP communication protocol.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of computers and the Internet, emerging technologies such as deep learning and
image analysis have emerged, bringing a new round of industrial revolution. In order to better grasp the new
round of industrial revolution, countries in the world have put forward their own "fourth industrial Revolution"
strategic deployment. The United States put forward the National Advanced Manufacturing Strategic Plan in
2012; In 2013, Germany and France put forward the "German Industry 4.0 Strategy" and the "New Industrial
France Plan". In 2014, South Korea proposed an implementation plan for Future Growth drivers. After many
countries put forward their own "strategic deployment of the fourth industrial revolution, China also followed
suit and put forward the" Made in China 2025 "in 2015. The development of computer vision has led to a new
round of industrial change. It is now possible to install cameras for industrial robots, making industrial robots
more intelligent, and getting rid of the problem that traditional robots can only perform fixed procedures and
move in too fixed a position. Compared with the traditional industrial robot system, the industrial robot system
with vision system can identify the types of mechanical parts. By identifying the types of mechanical parts, the
classification task of various mechanical parts can be better completed, and the position of these mechanical
parts can be located[1]. The coordinate information of the mechanical parts is transmitted to the robot through a
certain communication protocol, so that the robot can automatically grasp these mechanical parts.
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At present, image recognition technology has been well applied in different industries, but the production of
mechanical parts is prone to errors and surface damage related situations, mechanical parts quality inspection
work needs to invest a lot of human resources, material resources, time and energy, money, etc[2]. Even so, the
probability of leakage and false detection is also high. Therefore, it is recommended to apply image recognition
technology in the quality inspection of mechanical parts to ensure that the quality of mechanical parts meets the
actual needs.

2. RELATEDWORK

There are many ways to grab mechanical parts. Buchholz et al. 21 divided the grasping of mechanical parts into
two parts, namely, the grasping pose solution and the grasping pose. This obviously increases the calculation
time. LeBI uses the deep learning method based on instance segmentation to identify the pose of objects. Drost
et al[3]. use four-dimensional vectors as the features of point pairs in the point cloud, and build a hash table
according to the feature vectors of each group of point pairs. Finally, according to the hash table, a rotation
matrix R and a translation matrix T are obtained. Che et al. transformed raw sensor data (accelerometers,
gyroscopes, magnetometers) into precise position predictions through meticulous preprocessing, extracting
crucial parameters like absolute velocity and accelerations along different axes. Employing a 2D Convolutional
Neural Network (2D-CNN), the study utilizes deep learning to model predictions, aided by an Asymmetric
Gaussian loss function tailored for real-world sensor data. This interdisciplinary study merges mechanical
engineering and computer science to enhance logistics automation[4]. Cui et al. 's network classification of
mechanical parts for Drost et al.' s scheme does not have the function of target detection itself, and is not suitable
for mechanical parts with complex shapes and small volumes[5]. Iriondo et al. proposed a scheme for picking
random mechanical parts using deep learning. By obtaining high-precision two-dimensional and three-
dimensional images, deep learning is used to analyze the material, shape, color and texture of mechanical parts,
and finally the mechanical parts are classified, but the calculation speed is slow and not suitable for industrial
production. Che et al. proposed a deep learning model that can identify point clouds directly, which splits a
whole point cloud into up to four point clouds, and trains the point clouds of all the whole point clouds in the
training model, which holds significant implications for our research[6]. By analyzing which point clouds are
included in the overall point cloud, we can determine what object the shape of the point cloud is, but usually the
objects to be detected are for larger objects, and are not suitable for the identification of smaller mechanical parts.

One of the application directions of object detection problem industry is to obtain the type information of
mechanical parts. In the initial development stage of object detection, the method of object detection used by
people is sliding window detection. The sliding window detection method needs to know the size and color of
the object to be detected in the image in advance. Then according to the set detection step, the pixels in the
detection image are compared and matched pixel by pixel. Sliding window detection method is the most original
detection method. Its implementation means is simple, but this method not only consumes a lot of computing
resources, the recognition rate is also very low[7-8]. As convolutional neural networks come into people's view.
People begin to combine convolutional neural networks with digital image processing and apply these two
technologies to object detection. During this time AlexNetl was proposed, AlexNet first applied an unsaturated
activation function, the ReLU activation function, in convolutional neural networks, and used the Dropout
mechanism to prevent overfitting, while AlexNet first applied Gpus to neural network calculations. The
algorithm applied by deep learning to target detection is Region-CNNI9 (R-CNN for short) proposed in 2014.
Unlike traditional object detection, R-CNN uses deep convolutional networks to acquire image features. R-CNN
uses the deep convolutional network to select some candidate regions in advance in the image to be detected as
candidate regions for target detection, instead of traversing all pixels in the image for target detection like the
sliding window detection method, which greatly improves detection efficiency. On the basis of the R-CNN also
developed in addition to better performance of the Fast R-CNN! And Faster RCNN[9-11].

3. THE IMPORTANCE OF IMAGE RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY

3.1 Improve detection accuracy and efficiency

In the traditional assembly process, it is necessary to use measuring tools and manual measurements to check
whether the accuracy of each part of the spindle meets the requirements. This method is time-consuming and
laborious, and there are some errors in the accuracy of manual measurement. After the introduction of computer
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vision detection technology, the image of the spindle component can be obtained through the camera and
transmitted to the computer for processing. Therefore, the use of image recognition technology in the process of
system detection has a good effect, mainly reflected in the role of technology to obtain image features and timely
processing of images, not only that, image recognition also has input function to effectively avoid detection
errors, which is conducive to improving the accuracy of information processing. Visual inspection technology
refers to the use of computer and digital image processing technology, the simulation and expansion of human
vision system, to achieve the automatic understanding and analysis of image and video data, image recognition
technology can be based on information technology for mechanical parts quality inspection, compared with
traditional inspection technology[12].

The most commonly used algorithm of this kind of technology is the Haar-like feature extraction form, which is
a classic image feature extraction algorithm. It was first used for face description by Papage origiou. The
application of this technology has outstanding advantages in saving time, controlling cost and simplifying
identification process, and can obtain accurate detection results during actual identification, which is helpful to
improve the overall quality of mechanical parts quality inspection.

Adaboost algorithm based on Haar-like features can effectively identify objects in the image and determine
whether there is a vehicle. First, the feature is extracted by training samples, then the eigenvalues are calculated
and the weak classifier is built, and finally it is constructed into a strong classifier by weighted voting.

Figure 1: Haar-like features

The size of each feature box is not fixed, but the proportion of the black and white matrix is always fixed. The
difference of the sum of the gray values of all pixels in the white area and the black area is taken as the feature
value, and the sum of pixels in the area can be quickly obtained through the integral graph. To improve the
detection rate,

3.2 Reduce quality inspection costs

Computer vision inspection technology can be applied to the detection of surface defects of mechanical parts.
For example, in the manufacturing process, the surface of the part may appear cracks, wear, scratches and other
defects, and these defects will have a great impact on the service life and performance of the part. Using
computer vision technology, the surface of parts can be scanned and analyzed with high precision, the location
and size of surface defects can be accurately detected, and the corresponding report can be generated. This can
help manufacturers find and repair surface defects of parts in a timely manner, improve product quality and user
satisfaction. Therefore, under the premise of achieving high-quality detection, detection costs can be reduced
through computer recognition technology, in fact, to improve the accuracy of detection, production enterprises
need to hire professional and technical personnel to carry out related work, and reasonable use of image
recognition technology processing, the purpose is to reduce labor costs and detection costs, effectively alleviate
financial pressure.

3.3 Accelerate image analysis and capture

Visual inspection technology can be used to classify and rank defects of mechanical parts. During the production
process, a variety of defects may occur in mechanical parts, which may have different effects on the service life
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and performance of the parts. Through computer vision technology, different defects can be classified and sorted
and dealt with accordingly. For example, defects can be marked and numbered to facilitate unified management
and treatment by staff. Therefore, in the process of quality detection and image capture, binary image processing
and computer processing are implemented in image analysis, and the main features of images should be deeply
analyzed[13]. The binary image can be processed effectively by analyzing the image carefully after separating
the image. There are many methods for image separation analysis, such as indirect method, direct method and
multi-threshold method, among which the application of multi-threshold method can be combined with gray
level and target region to segment the image. The features of image edge detection are gray scale, texture, line,
amplitude, transformation coefficient, etc.

The commonly used algorithm here is HOG feature algorithm. HOG feature and SVM algorithm are a feature
based on image gradient change and a machine learning algorithm based on binary classification. HOG feature
can effectively describe the shape and edge information of the object to be detected, and SVM algorithm can
classify and detect the object. The algorithm has good robustness and accuracy, but its performance is not good
enough when dealing with large-scale changes and occlusion.

Figure 2: Computer Vision features--HOG

Select the characteristic parameters reasonably when identifying the image of the mechanical part, and then
identify the common quality problems of the mechanical part, such as irregular defects, breaks, surface/internal
cracks and other problems. When there are quality problems in the actual quality inspection of mechanical parts,
the defects or quality problems can be found in time through the image recognition of the equipment. If cracks
occur in the process of parts production, it is recommended to use image recognition technology to process and
analyze images to obtain relevant data information and integrate information

3.4 YOLO features

Another feature extraction method for quality detection algorithm is (You Only Look Once) YOLO algorithm,
YOLO algorithm is a real-time object detection algorithm based on deep learning. The algorithm uses
convolutional neural network to detect and classify the detected images from end to end. YOLO algorithm has
the characteristics of fast detection speed, high accuracy and good robustness, and has excellent performance in
practical application. However, the algorithm is not effective for the detection of small objects. Therefore, this
kind of algorithm is rarely used in the grasping and quality inspection of most mechanical parts.

Table 1 below is the analysis of the test results of the test set of the three algorithms in the mechanical parts
testing experiment.

Table 1: Test results of the test set in the mechanical part inspection experiment
Algorithm Detection rate False drop rate
Haar-like 90.5% 2.5%
HOG 93.2% 0.75
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YOLO 97.3% 1.8%

In addition, the running time of the three algorithms is compared. The experimental results show that the running
time of Haar-like feature +AdaBoost classifier and HOG feature +SVM classifier is shorter. The YOLO
algorithm has a longer running time, but it also has high real-time performance in practical applications. To sum
up, although YOLO algorithm performs best in mechanical parts inspection, it is also necessary to consider the
needs and scenarios of practical applications and select the most appropriate algorithm for application.

4. PROBLEMS AND SOLUTION

4.1 Problems

In the inspection of mechanical parts, there are some problems to be solved. First of all, there are many kinds of
mechanical parts, and the shape, material, color and other characteristics of each part are not the same, so they
need to be targeted at different types different detection algorithms are used for parts. Secondly, the accuracy and
robustness of the algorithm will be affected by the possible noise and occlusion in the image. Finally, traditional
algorithms often require manual characterization

The amount of work and the effect of classifier training is not stable.

(1) The fuzzy outline image of mechanical parts can not guarantee the accuracy of the detection result, which is
closely related to the low resolution of the camera and insufficient illumination, and the illumination
environment is easily affected by the radiating error boundary factor of the part.

(2) Because the deviation of visual image capture detection position is easy to cause curve error and system
deviation, the two curve center points should be coincident together to ensure the same Angle when positioning
the contour curve.

(3) The resolution of the shooting picture is very high, so the image should be clear and the detection position is
accurate. In addition to ensuring that the related hardware meets the image resolution requirements, image
interpolation should also be used to improve the image resolution, so as to meet the actual requirements.

(4) The recognition stress of the contour curve of the part should be accurate, and the curve interference should
be eliminated in time to ensure the accurate position of the curve, and the algorithm can be improved by
boundary detection method. The contour is the representative closed or unclosed geometric shape of the
generated entity, the feature modeling plane graphics, which is convenient for users to draw a certain reference
plan, and the contour curve is closely related to the current feature creation.

4.2 Solution

In order to solve the above problems, the following improvement schemes are proposed

(1) Deep learning algorithm is introduced. Deep learning algorithms can automatically extract feature and
classification information by learning a large amount of data, avoiding the tedious process of traditional
algorithms requiring manual feature design and classifier training. For example, deep learning algorithms such as
convolutional neural network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN) can be used to detect mechanical parts.

(2) Engaging data enhancement technology. Data enhancement technology can generate more diverse data sets
by rotating, sub shifting and scaling the original data, so as to improve the robustness and generalization ability
of the algorithm. For example, image enhancement technology can be used to process images of mechanical
parts to reduce noise and distortion due to factors such as light, Angle, etc.

(3) Introduce multi-modal information. Multi-modal information can detect mechanical parts from different
angles by collecting image, sound, vibration and other data at the same time, improving detection accuracy and
robustness. For example, sound signal analysis technology and vibration signal analysis technology can be used
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to carry out multi-directional detection of mechanical parts.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the commonly used mechanical parts inspection algorithms from two aspects of image
processing and deep learning, and carries out experimental verification. The experimental results show that
compared with the traditional algorithm, the deep learning algorithm is better in mechanical parts inspection.

In the test, it has higher accuracy and robustness, especially better performance in complex cases. The
comparison between the deep learning algorithm in the improved scheme and the data enhancement technology
is also analyzed. It can be seen that compared with the traditional algorithm, the deep learning algorithm has
higher accuracy, especially better performance in complex cases such as occlusion, uneven illumination and
image noise. Therefore, in the daily quality inspection and realization of mechanical parts, advanced
technologies such as deep learning and AI can be combined. Based on features such as Haar-like, HOG, YOLO,
etc., a new feature set and its feature calculation formula are proposed, and a better classifier can be trained by
using new features to improve the detection accuracy[14-15]. The Adaboost algorithm can also be used to train
different vehicle attitude corresponding classifiers, combine the detection results of each classifier, and realize
the multi-channel cascade classifier. It can improve the accuracy of the weak classifier in the training process of
Adaboost, especially in the detection of vehicles with various states in the same image[16-18]. Compared with
the original Haar-like feature classifier, the detection rate of the trained strong classifier is obviously improved,
and it can also meet the requirements of real-time detection.
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